Who would be interested in this article?

Academic Libraries = AL

Museums & Archives = MA

Other types of institutions = O

Academic Libraries and Other = AO

Academic Libraries and Museums & Archives = AM

Academic Libraries, Museums & Archives, and Other = AMO

I also decided to categorize the articles according to what they are about. The following list shows the categories I decided on. If the article discusses more than one of these topics the most prominent topic goes first with the other following after a period. For example, if the article was mostly about Digital Resources but also discussed Music faculty and Google.com its number would be 2.34. After the number I included the first two letters of author’s last name and last two letters of the year the article was published.

What does the article discuss?

Library Catalog or cataloging = 1

Digital Resources = 2

Faculty, or Library Department = 3

World Wide Web = 4

Information Literacy = 5

1. AL1.45 Ma08
2. MA1 Im08
3. AL1.4 Mo08
4. AL2 La03
5. AL2.3 Ho04
6. AMO2.1 Be02
7. AL2 Ki06
8. O4.1 He02
9. AL2.134 Ki03
10. MA2.34 Mu08
11. AO2.3 Lo07
12. O5.2 St07
13. AL1.4 Ha06
14. AL5 Ba08
15. AL5 Ja07
16. AL4.3 Ci07
17. AL4.5 Ov07
18. AL5 Go07
19. AM1 Br07
20. AL2.4 La08
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Using International Standards to Develop a Union Catalogue for Archives in Germany
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Andres Imhof

*My classification scheme: MA1 Im08

3. D-Lib Magazine May/June 2008 Volume 14 Number 5/6

Adding Value to the Library Catalog by Implementing a Recommendation System

Dr. Michael Mönnich, Marcus Spiering

*My classification scheme: AL1.4 Mo08

4. D-Lib Magazine December 2003 Volume 9 Number 12

Comparing Library Resource Allocations for the Paper and the Digital Library An Exploratory Study

Lynn Silipigni Connaway, Stephen R. Lawrence

*My classification scheme: AL2 La03
5. D-Lib Magazine January 2004 Volume 10 Number 1
The Cost per Article Reading of Open Access Articles
Jonas Holmström,

*My classification scheme: AL2.3 Ho04

6. D-Lib Magazine January 2002 Volume 8 Number 1
Illinois Digital Cultural Heritage Community - Collaborative Interactions Among Libraries, Museums and Elementary Schools
Nuala A. Bennett, Beth Sandore, Evangeline S. Pianfetti

*My classification scheme: AMO2.1 Be02

7. D-Lib Magazine October 2006 Volume 12 Number 10
Measuring Total Reading of Journal Articles
Donald W. King, Carol Tenopir, Michael Clarke

*My classification scheme: AL2 Ki06

8. D-Lib Magazine May 2002 Volume 8 Number 5
A Metadata Registry for the Semantic Web
Rachel Heery, Harry Wagner

*My classification scheme: O4.1 He02

9. D-Lib Magazine October 2003 Volume 9 Number 10
Patterns of Journal Use by Faculty at Three Diverse Universities
Donald W. King, Carol Tenopir, Professor, Carol Hansen Montgomery, Sarah E. Aerni
10. Electronic Journal of Academic and Special Librarianship v.9 no.1 (Spring 2008)
Increasing Impact of Scholarly Journal Articles: Practical Strategies Librarians Can Share
Laura Bowering Mullen

11. Evidence Based Library and Information Practice, Vol 2, No 1 (2007)
Electronic Journals Appear to Reduce Interlibrary Lending in Academic Libraries
John Loy

Information Literacy Skills: Teacher and Student Viewpoints
Julie Stephens

13. Evidence Based Library and Information Practice, Vol 1, No 3 (2006)
Library Catalogue Users Are Influenced by Trends in Web Searching
Susan Haigh

A Rationale for Information Literacy as a Credit-bearing Discipline
The Information Literacy Resource Bank: re-purposing the wheel
Cathie Jackson, Rebecca Mogg

*My classification scheme: AL5 Ja07

You and Me and Google Makes Three: Welcoming Google into the Reference Interview (html)
Jill Cirasella

*My classification scheme: AL4.3 Ci07

Digg.com and Socially Driven Authority (html)
Steven Ovadia

*My classification scheme: AL4.5 Ov07

18. Communications in Information Literacy, Vol 1, No 1 (2007)
Information Literacy at Augustana: A Programmatic Approach
Nancy E. Goebel, Paul J. Neff

*My classification scheme: AL5 Go07

Adding Archival Finding Aids to the Library Catalogue: Simple Crosswalk or Data Traffic Jam?

Geoff Brown, Kathryn Harvey

*My classification scheme: AM1 Br07


Electronic Serials Usage Patterns as Observed at a Medium-Size University: Searches and Full-Text Downloads.

Alain Raymond Lamothe

*My classification scheme: AL2.4 La08